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Extended MFI interest rate statistics:
methodology and first results
The recently completed overhaul of the MFI interest rate statistics introduces a number of additional subcategories for new lending business which significantly expand the database and open
up new analytical possibilities. The additional information not only allows a more comprehensive
study of the monetary transmission mechanism and the convergence of financial markets but
also provides new insights into aspects of risk that are relevant to the analysis of financial
stability.
Having undergone extensive checking to assure their quality, the data collected since mid-2010
under the new approach are to be published for the first time in June 2011. This article explains
the methodological changes in the MFI interest rate statistics and outlines the analytical benefits
of the additional categories. It also presents first results for the most recent reporting period
based on the new data.
When the ECB Regulation was revised, the sampling procedure and selection of the banks that
are required to report for the MFI interest rate statistics were also modified. To minimise the
reporting burden on the banking sector, the MFI interest rate statistics in Germany are still not
based on a full census. However, to ensure that the sample remains representative over time, it
needs to be reviewed on a regular basis and, where appropriate, additional banks must be
required to report. This article outlines the criteria used for the overhaul and the resulting
changes to the sample.
Finally, we look at how the data collected for the MFI interest rate statistics are used in economic
analysis, taking the monetary transmission mechanism as an example. In this context, we also
discuss the conclusions that can be drawn about the structure of lending business in Germany on
the basis of the new data.
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MFI interest rate statistics since 2003

value of the monetary statistics remains high
in years to come, additional data require-

MFI interest
rate statistics:
what is
recorded and
why

Since they were introduced in January 2003,

ments, such as those made necessary by new

the harmonised MFI interest rate statistics

developments on the credit market, have

have provided the Eurosystem with valuable

been devised over the past few years. In add-

information for analysing monetary develop-

ition, the reworking was intended as a means

ments and the monetary transmission mech-

of aligning the methods for collecting statis-

anism as well as for monitoring financial sta-

tics even more closely with each other. A

1

bility. The national contributions to these

comprehensive Europe-wide merits and costs

statistics are collected by all central banks in

analysis was conducted in order to evaluate

the European System of Central Banks (ESCB)

the required adjustments. Those require-

2

on a monthly basis. The German contribu-

ments which were found to be urgently ne-

tion to the MFI interest rate statistics com-

cessary were brought together in a joint

prises the interest rates that resident monet-

package consisting of three statistics regula-

ary financial institutions apply to – and their

tions, which was subsequently adopted by

business volumes of – euro-denominated

the Governing Council of the ECB. This pack-

deposits of and loans to households and non-

age comprises the amending regulation on

financial corporations domiciled in the euro

MFI interest rate statistics, 3 the revised regu-

area. The Bundesbank collects data both on

lation on MFI balance sheet statistics 4 and the

new business in the reporting month and on

regulation concerning statistics on financial

outstanding amounts, ie the value of all con-

vehicle corporations. 5

tracts existing at the end of the month. The
national contributions to the MFI interest rate

Following a phase of implementation span-

statistics form the basis for calculating the

ning more than one year, the new interest

euro-area’s interest rate aggregates, which in

rate statistics data for June 2010 were the

turn provide the Governing Council of the
ECB with key information for its decisions
regarding the monetary policy stance.
Regular
overhaul of
monetary
statistics
necessary

When the interest rate statistics regulation
and the regulation concerning statistics on
the consolidated balance sheet of the MFI
sector were adopted in 2001, it was decided
that the approach to monetary statistics within the ESCB would remain unchanged for a
period of at least five years in order to limit
the reporting institutions’ changeover costs
and safeguard the stability and continuity of
the data. To ensure that the informative
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1 See also Deutsche Bundesbank, The new MFI interest
rate statistics – methodology for collecting the German
data, Monthly Report, January 2004, pp 45-59.
2 The relevant legal basis provided by Regulation ECB/
2001/18 concerning statistics on interest rates applied
by monetary financial institutions to deposits and loans
vis-à-vis households and non-financial corporations was
published in the Official Journal of the European Communities on 12 January 2002 (OJ L10, 24).
3 Regulation ECB/2009/7 amending Regulation ECB/
2001/18 was published in the Official Journal of the European Communities (OJ L94, 75) on 8 April 2009.
4 Regulation ECB 2008/32 concerning the balance sheet
of the monetary financial institutions sector (recast) was
published in the Official Journal of the European Communities (OJ L15, 14) on 20 January 2009.
5 Regulation ECB/2008/30 concerning statistics on the
assets and liabilities of financial vehicle corporations engaged in securitisation transactions was published in the
Official Journal of the European Communities (OJ L15, 1)
on 20 January 2009.
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first to become available for internal review.

debt are recorded in the monthly balance

These data subsequently underwent in-depth

sheet statistics.

quality analyses before finally being released
for publication by the ESCB’s statistics com-

Recording credit card debt separately in-

mittees.

creases homogeneity in the individual interest
rate categories. Previously, credit card debt

Methodological changes from 2010

was often reported together with overdrafts,
with no distinction drawn between the two

Additional
reporting items
in interest rate
statistics from
June 2010

Extended credit
card debt
recorded
separately

The overhaul entailed a number of changes in

types of lending, despite the fact that they

the recording of new business in the MFI

can differ substantially from each other in

interest rate statistics. New types of lending

terms of their interest rates and their signifi-

were incorporated into the data, loans to

cance in the individual euro-area countries.

non-financial

broken

The new data make it possible to monitor the

down further by volume and period of inter-

interest rates on this type of lending more

est rate fixation, and additional items for re-

closely, allowing, for example, conclusions to

cording secured loans separately were intro-

be drawn about the level of household debt

duced. We will look at each of these changes

and thus also about aspects of financial sta-

individually in the following paragraphs.

bility. 6

In recent years, credit card debt has become

As well as recording credit card debt separ-

considerably more important in the euro area

ately, the overhauled MFI interest rate statis-

and has come under increasing analytical

tics also contain a clearer definition of over-

scrutiny in the wake of the financial crisis.

drafts, thus allowing this item to be further

The overhaul of the MFI interest rate statistics

harmonised within the euro area. 7 This cat-

therefore established individual categories for

egory is now entitled “revolving loans and

this type of lending so that it can be analysed

overdrafts”. 8 The data recorded under this

separately. In addition, the overhaul draws a

item provide important information for both

corporations

were

distinction between “convenience credit card
debt”, for which no interest accrues during
the payment period, and “extended credit
card debt”. For the latter, interest is usually
charged once the payments of a billing cycle
become due if the customer’s debit amounts
have not yet been settled. Only the interest
rates on extended credit card debt to households and non-financial corporations are recorded in the MFI interest rate statistics,
whilst the corresponding business volumes
for extended and convenience credit card

6 Extended credit card debt to non-financial corporations
plays a fairly minor role in Germany and is therefore not
shown separately.
7 Previously, only the MFI interest rate statistics recorded
the instrument category “overdrafts” separately. The
monthly balance sheet statistics now also show these volumes separately in order to make the two statistical systems more consistent with one another.
8 In Regulation ECB/2008/32 concerning the balance
sheet of the monetary financial institutions sector, overdrafts are defined as debit balances on current accounts.
By contrast, revolving loans are loans that have all the following features: (1) the borrower may use or withdraw
funds up to a pre-approved credit limit without giving
prior notice to the lender; (2) the amount of available
credit can increase and decrease as funds are borrowed
and repaid; (3) the credit may be used repeatedly;
(4) there is no obligation for regular repayment of funds.
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this could be that corporations are subject to

Selected lending rates

certain reporting obligations, whilst the credit

% pa, monthly
15

risk of households is less transparent. Extend-

Extended credit card debt1 to
households

ed credit card debt to households, which has
only been recorded separately since June

14
13
12

2010, is even more expensive. The average

Revolving loans and overdrafts ...

interest rate on this type of lending was
... to households

around 15% per annum.

11
10

Sole proprietors 9 are enterprises without in-

9
8

dependent legal status, such as doctors,

... to non-financial corporations

architects or lawyers. They were previously in-

7

cluded indistinguishably in the household sec6

tor of the MFI interest rate statistics, as such

5

business entities are inseparably linked to

4

natural persons. Loans to sole proprietors are
2003 04

05

06

07

08

09

10

2011

1 Interest which accrues after a billing cycle.
Data available from June 2010.
Deutsche Bundesbank

often included in “loans for other purposes”
if they cannot be clearly ascribed to any other
category. 10 Nonetheless, the economic behaviour of these market participants can

financial stability policy and monetary policy,

differ widely from that of the typical house-

as bank customers can still use these forms of

hold, and having more homogeneous group-

lending even if they cannot obtain any other

ings is therefore an advantage for analytical

loans owing either to liquidity shortages or li-

purposes.

quidity hoarding by banks. Increasing use of
revolving loans and overdrafts can thus be a

As information on sole proprietors is import-

sign of financing constraints in the private

ant for economic and financial analysis, the

sector and/or restrictions at banks.

overhauled MFI interest rate statistics contain
a new sub-item for new business in loans to

Differences in
level of interest
rates on
revolving loans
and overdrafts
as well as on
credit card debt

The data that are now available on revolving

households for other purposes. Using these

loans and overdrafts as well as on extended

data, it is now possible to examine the differ-

credit card debt illustrate the considerable

ing developments in credit aggregates be-

differences in the level of interest rates in

tween countries more selectively. In addition,

these categories. Overdrafts are thus considerably more expensive for households than
for non-financial corporations, for example.
In the reporting period from January 2003 to
April 2011, this difference amounted to an
average of 469 basis points. One reason for
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9 Also defined as “Sole proprietors and unincorporated
partnerships” in Regulation ECB/2008/32. See Regulation
ECB/2008/32, annex II, part 2.
10 Other lending to households encompasses loans
which are not ascribed to consumption, house purchase,
revolving loans and overdrafts or credit card debt. It includes, for example, loans for purposes such as business,
debt consolidation or education.

Lending to sole
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the data on sole proprietors are a good indi-

volume. Since June 2010, loans up to an

cator for analysing the financing of smaller

amount of €250,000 were thus granted for

enterprises.

an average of around 4.5% per annum,
whilst the interest rates on loans over an

Definition of
smaller loans to
enterprises and
breakdown by
initial period of
interest rate
fixation

In Germany, loans to sole proprietors make

amount of €250,000 and up to €1 million

up the bulk of the volume of loans to house-

were between 3% and 3.5% per annum.

holds for other purposes, with an average

The lowest interest rates were payable on

share of more than 60%. The German data

loans over an amount of €1 million, at an

show that the interest rate conditions for this

average of 2.7% per annum. Assuming that

group are only slightly more expensive than

small-volume loans tend to be taken out by

for households as a whole (including sole pro-

small and medium-sized enterprises, one pos-

prietors). The interest rate premium thus

sible explanation for these differences in

stood at around five basis points in the short-

interest rates is the lower transparency of

term interest rate fixation band and at just

smaller enterprises in comparison with larger

over 14 basis points in the medium-term fix-

companies, which are subject to stricter dis-

ation band. The interest rates in the longer-

closure requirements. It is therefore much

term fixation band were almost identical on

easier to identify risks for large enterprises

average.

than for, say, sole proprietorships.

The overhaul of the MFI interest rate statistics

The presentation of fully secured loans to

involved further changes, in particular, in the

households and non-financial corporations in

area of loans to enterprises. Loans to non-

new business is another important change in

financial corporations are now broken down

the MFI interest rate statistics. In the new re-

further by size so as to improve the options

porting system, those types of loans which

for analysing financing conditions for smaller

are deemed to be secured according to the

enterprises. The loan volume is considered to

specified definition are reported separately

11

for all types of lending apart from credit card

Moreover, loans to enterprises are broken

debt, revolving loans and overdrafts, and

down further by the initial period of interest

loans for other purposes. For the purposes of

rate fixation. This allows the transmission of

the MFI interest rate statistics, a loan is

key interest rate changes to be investigated in

deemed to be secured if the value of the

more detail and permits new insights into the

underlying collateral and/or the guarantees or

be an indicator of the enterprise’s size.

differences in interest rates between countries. 12
Analyses of
interest burden
and enterprise
size

As is to be expected, the new data derived
from the more detailed size breakdown show
that, for loans to non-financial corporations,
the interest rate is invertly linked to the

11 For new business in loans there are now three size categories –“loans up to an amount of €250,000”, “loans
over an amount of €250,000 and up to €1 million” and
“loans over an amount of €1 million”.
12 All loan size categories are divided into the following
rate fixation bands: “floating rate and up to 3 months”,
“over 3 months and up to 1 year”, “over 1 and up to
3 years”, “over 3 and up to 5 years”, “over 5 and up to
10 years”and “over 10 years”.
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conclusions to be drawn about borrowers’

Lending rates in retail
business

financing costs. Furthermore, this information
will be used in the future for the regular

% pa

examinations of risks to financial stability.

Total
Fully collateralised

7.0

Interest rates on consumer credit
6.5

The data show that only a small part of lend-

6.0

ing for consumption is secured to the full

5.5

amount of the loan. On average, only up to
10% of such transactions were fully secured

5.0

during the survey period. Interest rates on

4.5

secured loans during this period were always
4.0

some 100 to 200 basis points below the inter-

3.5

est rate on total loans for consumption,
Interest rates on loans
for house purchase

J

J

A

S

O

N

2010

D

J

F

M

4.5

which includes both secured and unsecured

4.0

loans. By contrast, a significantly larger

3.5

amount of lending to households for house

3.0

purchase is secured. In the period from June

A

2011

Deutsche Bundesbank

2010 to April 2011, an average of more than
50% of loans for house purchase were fully
secured. Only the shortest interest rate

sureties is equal to or greater than the total
13

fixation band showed a low level of collatera-

Those loans which are

lisation. The differences between interest

backed with collateral amounting to at least

rates for the total item and those on secured

their full amount are thus recorded as being

loans were far smaller for lending for house

secured. The total item still comprises fully

purchase than for loans for consumption. For

secured, partially secured and unsecured

the secured items, interest rates on loans for

loans, although the latter two are not re-

house purchase were, on average, less than

corded separately.

ten basis points below the total item. One

amount of the loan.

explanation for this could be that most of the
... allows risk
aspects to be
analysed

Recording secured loans separately allows

partially secured loans were likewise backed

interest rates to be broken down into more

to a large extent by collateral but not to the

homogeneous risk groups. This improves the

full amount of the loan; consequently, these

informative value of the statistics here too

loans are not recorded as fully secured lend-

and provides analysts with additional infor-

ing in the MFI interest rate statistics but are

mation on the possible causes of differences

nonetheless granted at similar conditions to

in interest rates. In addition, the data allow
more in-depth analyses of how credit risk influences the way in which banks structure
their terms and conditions, thus also allowing

50

13 Underlying collateral encompasses all collateral instruments which, pursuant to the German Solvency Regulation (Solvabilitätsverordnung), are prudentially eligible
under the specific approach selected.
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the fully secured loans given that the differ-

Lending rates in corporate
business

ence in risk is minimal.

% pa

... and to
enterprises

In Germany, relatively few loans to non-

Total
Fully collateralised

financial corporations are fully secured. Thus,

Interest rates ...

in the reporting period only around 13% of

5.0

... up to €250,000

loans up to an amount of €250,000 were

4.5

fully secured. By contrast, around 20% of
4.0

loans in the categories “over an amount of
€250,000 and up to €1 million” and “over an

4.0

... above €250,000 to €1 million

amount of €1 million” were reported as
being secured. Across all size categories,
fewer loans with shorter periods of interest

3.5

3.0

3.5

rate fixation tended to be secured than
medium-term to long-term loans. Comparing

... above €1 million

3.0

the interest rates of secured items with those
2.5

of total items reveals a mixed picture. Whilst
the interest rate conditions for secured loans
up to an amount of €250,000 were cheaper

J

J

A

S

O

N

2010

D

J

F

M

A

2011

Deutsche Bundesbank

than those for total loans in this size category,
the opposite was true of loans over an

Refining the sampling procedure and up-

amount of €250,000 and up to €1 million,

dating the group of reporting agents

for which the interest rate on secured loans
was higher than that for the total item. Inter-

When the new reporting requirements were

est rates on secured and unsecured lending

introduced in June 2010, the sampling pro-

were at almost the same level for loans over

cedure used in Germany was also revised and

an amount of €1 million. Our analysis showed

the group of reporting agents updated (see

that the interest rate level for non-financial

also box on page 53). Since they were first

corporations is strongly dependent on the

collected in 2003, the data for Germany have

creditworthiness of the borrower as well as

been based on a stratified sample; this is an

on the length and intensity of the business

alternative to a full census. The advantage of

relationship to date (relationship banking). It

using a sample rather than a full census is

is therefore possible that customers with

that, all in all, it entails far lower costs for the

lower creditworthiness will often face higher

banking system, as only a limited number of

interest rates despite taking out fully secured

institutions from the entire potential report-

loans.

ing population are obliged to report. If the
selection of institutions is also representative
of the entire potential reporting population
and the “sampling error” is small enough,
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analysts can obtain sufficiently accurate

sample has declined from 38% to 30%, whilst

estimates of interest rates and the volume of

that of regional banks and other commercial

new business and calculate reliable figures

banks has risen by seven percentage points.

for the German contribution to the euro-area
aggregate.
MFI interest rate statistics:
Ensuring the
sample is
representative

However, a sample can become less repre-

selected analytical results

sentative over time; institutions may leave the
sample due to closure and new institutions

The data on banks’ interest rates and busi-

may join the potential reporting population.

ness volumes vis-à-vis households and non-

Furthermore, the characteristics of reporting

financial corporations recorded in the MFI

agents can change, or new developments in

interest rate statistics are fundamental for the

the financial sector may mean that the

ECB Governing Council’s information and

sample no longer reflects the structure of the

decision-making process with regard to mon-

entire potential reporting population. For this

etary policy. 14 The data play a particularly im-

reason, the interest rate statistics regulation

portant role in the analysis of the monetary

stipulates that the national central banks

transmission mechanism, which examines the

must check the representativity of their sam-

effect of monetary policy changes on real

ple on a regular basis and, where appropri-

and nominal variables. Data on the interest

ate, adjust their sampling procedure or in-

rates for various types of deposit are also

clude new reporting agents.

used to explain the role of portfolio shifts in
the development of monetary aggregates.

Degree of
coverage of
the sample

The overhaul of the interest rate statistics sam-

These developments are examined in the con-

ple ensures that the reporting burden on the

text of the monetary analysis in order to iden-

German banking sector is kept to an absolute

tify medium-term risks to price stability at an

minimum and, at the same time, that there

early stage. In addition, the data obtained

are primary data of sufficient quality to obtain

from the MFI interest rate statistics help in

the required statistical results. The selection

monitoring financial stability and document

criterion that only the largest institutions per

structural changes in the banking system.

stratum – measured by the relevant balance

Finally, these harmonised statistics can be

sheet total – are obliged to report still applies.

used to investigate the extent to which the

This ensures that around 70% of the relevant

process of interest rate formation for bank

business is captured using around 12% of the

loans differs across the individual countries

potential reporting population, whilst the

and the level of progress that has been made

majority of banks in Germany remain exempt

in the convergence of euro-area markets. 15 In

from the requirement to report. These
changes have led to a shift in the shares of the
individual categories of banks in the sample.
Notably, the share of savings banks in the
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14 See also European Central Bank, The use of harmonised MFI interest rate statistics, Monthly Bulletin, July
2005, pp 85-92.
15 See European Central Bank (2006), Differences in MFI
interest rates across euro area countries.

Use of interest
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Changes to the sampling procedures for the MFI interest rate statistics

The first step in changing the sampling procedures for
the MFI interest rate statistics was to establish whether,
on the basis of the current data, the German sample
still fulfils the legal requirements concerning the minimum national sample size. When the MFI interest rate
statistics were introduced in 2003, only the data from
the Bundesbank’s survey of lending and deposit rates
– the previous statistics collection system, which is
based on a considerably different approach – could be
used to determine the size of the sample. To be able to
assess how many reporting agents should be included
in the sample, the legal provisions stipulate that the
interest rates on new business on average over all instrument categories, which are ascertained using the
sample and estimated for the entire potential reporting population, should not deviate from the actual
(unknown) value for the entire potential reporting
population by more than 10 basis points at a confidence level of 90%.1

n

Total number of institutions in the sample

xi

Interest rate for institution i

In addition to analysing the sample size, the method
for dividing the entire potential reporting population
into certain groups (strata) was also assessed.2 When
dividing the institutions into strata, it should generally
be ensured that the sample reflects the specific characteristics of the entire potential reporting population.
Each stratum should be as homogeneous as possible, ie
the business of the MFIs assigned to a particular stratum should be similar.3 In the case of the German sample, having a minimum of 10 institutions in each stratum has been shown to produce a sufficiently low level
of intra-stratum variance. Furthermore, there has been
a changeover from the “proportional” approach to
“optimal” allocation in the method for dividing the
sample into individual strata. Under the proportional
approach, the number of institutions to be drawn for
each stratum was determined in proportion to its relevant business volume. The advantage of optimal allocation, which has been used since June 2010, is that,
given a fixed sample size, a greater number of reporting institutions are allocated to those strata which
have a larger variance, thus minimising variance and
allowing the estimated value to be calculated more
precisely.

k
nk ¼ P
L

xh Simple average interest rate of stratum h
x
L
P

Simple average interest rate of all institutions in
the sample
Sum for all L strata

h¼l

P
ih
n
P
i¼l

Sum for all institutions i in stratum h
Sum for all institutions i in the entire potential reporting population

Optimal (Neyman) allocation
nN k
Nh h

h¼l

nk Number of institutions to be drawn from stratum k
of the entire potential reporting population
Nk Size of the entire potential reporting population
in stratum k
k Standard deviation of stratum k
L
P

Sum for all L strata

h¼l

This methodological change means that the sample
now consists of 17 strata, whereas the original sample
in 2003 was divided into 15 strata. This took account of
changes in individual banks’ business models, while
also ensuring that the homogeneity criterion would be
fulfilled. On the basis of the current database of harmonised MFI interest rate statistics and the change in
the allocation procedure, it was established that the
sample of reporting agents needs to be enlarged to
around 240 institutions (compared with around 200 in
the original sample) in order to comply with the quality requirements which came into force by virtue of the
new regulation.

The homogeneity criterion
The sum of the intra-stratum variances

L P
P
1
h¼l ih

n ðxi

 xh Þ2

should be substantially lower than the total variance in
the entire actual reporting population

n
P
1
i¼l

n ðxi

 xÞ2 .

1 The regulation states that the maximum random error
for interest rates on new business on average over all instrument categories does not exceed 10 basis points at a
confidence level of 90%. In other words, there is a 90%
probability that the estimated interest rate will deviate by
no more than 10 basis points from the actual (unknown)
value. — 2 For a more detailed description of the stratified
sample, see Deutsche Bundesbank, The new MFI interest
rate statistics – methodology for collecting the German

data, Monthly Report, January 2004, pp 45-59. — 3 This is
expressed formally in amending Regulation ECB/2009/7 by
virtue of a modification to the definition of homogeneity
within the individual strata, which states that the strata are
considered homogeneous if the sum of the intra-stratum
variances of the sample variables is substantially lower than
the total variance in the entire actual reporting population.

Deutsche Bundesbank
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Changes in the composition of the MFI interest rate statistics sample

Shares of the categories of banks in the sample by number of reporting institutions
January 2003
(around 200 institutions)

June 2010
(around 240 institutions)

Branches of foreign banks
2%
Regional banks and
other commercial banks
11%
Special
purpose
banks
3%

Branches of foreign banks
8%
Big banks
3%
Landesbanken
5%
Regional institutions
of credit cooperatives
1%

Building
and loan
associations
7%

Mortgage
banks
6%

Credit
cooperatives
24%
Savings banks
38%

Regional banks and
other commercial banks
18%

Big banks
2%
Landesbanken
4% Regional institutions
of credit cooperatives
1%
Mortgage
banks
6%

Credit
cooperatives
22%

Special
purpose
banks
4%
Building
and loan
associations
5%

Savings banks
30%

Deutsche Bundesbank

the following section, we outline how the

Shown in simplified terms by means of the

MFI interest rate statistics are used, taking the

“interest rate channel”, a change in the main

analysis of the transmission mechanism and

refinancing rate has a direct impact on the

of the structure of banks’ lending and deposit

money market, where banks lend to each

business in Germany as an example.

other. If the conditions on the money market
change, banks will then adjust their deposit

Analysing the
monetary
transmission
mechanism

The ECB’s primary objective is to safeguard

and lending rates for households and non-

price stability within the euro area. As the

financial corporations, which are monitored

central bank is not able to control goods

via the MFI interest rate statistics. In response

prices directly, the Governing Council of the

to these changes in banks’ interest rates,

ECB uses the main refinancing rate as a steer-

households and enterprises will in turn adapt

ing tool in its monetary policy decisions.

their consumption, saving and investment

Commercial banks with eligible assets can

decisions, which ultimately affects price struc-

borrow central bank money at this interest

tures and the general price level.

rate. The causal chain through which a
change in this interest rate – as a monetary

Empirical studies for the euro area have

variable – affects other financial and real vari-

shown that the interest rate channel normally

ables and ultimately the price level is known

plays the most important role in transmitting

as the monetary transmission mechanism.

monetary policy stimuli to the real economy.
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This seems to be particulary true of Germany. 16 The main reason for this is that

Interest rate spectrum at the
short and the long end

banks play a key part in the euro-area finan-

% pa, monthly

cial system and therefore have a major influShort-term interest rates

ence on the transmission mechanism. A large

Main refinancing rate
Three-month EURIBOR
Consumer credit to households 1
Credit to non-financial corporations
above €1 million 1

part of the empirical literature therefore focuses on analysing the transmission of
changes in key interest rates to MFIs’ interest

7
6

rates. Here, the main focus is on identifying
whether the interest rate pass-through is

5

complete, ie whether the bank interest rates

4

fully replicate the changes in market interest

3

rates and how quickly this transmission takes
2

place.

1

Stylised facts on
interest rate
pass-through

The numerous studies on this topic generally

0

Long-term interest rates

show that changes in the conditions on the
money markets affect banks’ lending rates
with a certain adjustment lag. The extent of
this interest rate pass-through varies across

6

the various types of bank loan and across

Loans to households for house purchase
with interest rate fixation period
of more than 10 years
Loans to non-financial corporations
above €1 million with interest rate
fixation period of more than 5 years
Yields on Federal securities with a
residual maturity of 10 years

5

countries. Furthermore, the introduction of
4

the euro seems to have led to a structural
break in the interest rate pass-through pro-

3

cess. A number of analyses using harmonised

2

data from the MFI interest rate statistics thus

2003 04

show that the extent to which banks’ interest

05

06

07

08

09

10

2011

1 With interest rate fixation period of up to
one year.

rates are adapted to market rates has

Deutsche Bundesbank

changed and that this adjustment has been
more rapid since the euro was introduced.

Germany occurs more quickly than shown by

One reason for the differences across coun-

earlier studies and does not differ greatly

tries could be that older studies (which are

from the interest rate pass-through in the

in the majority) are based on the non-

euro area as a whole. This finding backs up

harmonised interest rates in banks’ business

the

that were collected before the MFI interest
rate statistics were introduced. 17 One newer
study based exclusively on the harmonised
data from the MFI interest rate statistics concludes that the interest rate pass-through in

assumption

that

previous

–

non-

16 See also, for example, I Angeloni et al (2003), Monetary Transmission In The Euro Area: Does The Interest Rate
Channel Explain All? NBER Working Paper No 9984.
17 See European Central Bank, The pass-through of market interest rates to MFI lending rates since the start of
Stage Three of EMU, Monthly Bulletin, March 2005, Box
5 p 40.
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to households, which together accounted for

Lending and deposit rates
and gross interest margin

a share of 63.1%. Lending for house purchase made up the lion’s share of outstand-

Monthly
% pa

ing loans to this sector (42.9%), whilst loans

Lending rates in total
6

for consumption and for other purposes had

5

a 20.2% share. Comparing the various loan

4

types by original maturity reveals that loans

Deposit rates
in total

with maturities of more than 5 years account-

3

ed for the largest volume share in all categor-

2
Percentage
points

Gross interest margin 1

3

ies. The shares of the individual types of loan
were remarkably stable over time. Since the
MFI interest rate statistics were introduced in

2

2003, for example, the share of loans to non-

1

financial corporations in total outstanding

0

loans has increased slightly by 1.5% percentage points, whilst the share accounted for by

2003 04

05

06

07

08

09

10 2011

1 Difference between lending and deposit
rates in relation to overall outstanding
amounts.

loans for consumption has decreased by
around 2.4 percentage points. There was
little change in the importance of loans for

Deutsche Bundesbank

house purchase, which rose by only 0.9 perharmonised – statistics tended to understate

centage point.

the speed of pass-through. However, it could
also reflect the increase in convergence after
the euro was introduced.

18

Interest rates on outstanding loans show
that, since 2003, loans to households for consumption and other purposes have, unsur-

Use of interest
rate statistics
data to analyse
the structure of
outstanding
loans in
Germany

The structural data recorded in the MFI inter-

prisingly, been significantly more expensive

est rate statistics on lending in the German

than loans to non-financial corporations. The

banking system provide additional informa-

average difference amounted to almost 175

tion not only on the transmission mechanism

basis points. Moreover, it is striking that the

but also for other purposes. Looking at the

interest rates on all loans for house purchase

shares of loans to households and non-

fell over the entire observation period. This is

financial corporations in outstanding busi-

mainly due to the fact that outstanding loans

ness, for example, allows us to analyse the

also encompass older loans with very long

importance of the individual loan categories

maturities that were granted at significantly

in Germany. On an annual average for 2010,

higher interest rates than loans in recent

loans to non-financial corporations made up

years. Overall, loans to households and non-

slightly more than one-third (36.9%) of the
outstanding bank loans reported in Germany.
The vast majority of outstanding loans were
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18 See J von Borstel (2008), Interest Rate Pass-Through in
Germany and the Euro Area, ROME Discussion Paper, No
08-05.
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financial corporations bear higher interest

ures had restored calm on the money market,

rates than the existing deposits held by these

deposit rates initially declined slightly. There

sectors. This is also illustrated by the banks’

was no sustained fall in deposit rates until the

interest margins, which, in this context, can

ECB began to lower the main refinancing rate

be defined as the difference between the

in stages from October 2008 onwards in the

average interest rates on outstanding loans

wake of the financial crisis. Deposit rates then

and those on outstanding deposits. These

fell more sharply than lending rates, causing

margins declined significantly in Germany

interest margins to widen. However, looking

from 2003 to October 2008 owing to falling

at the gross interest margins provides only an

lending rates in mortgage business and the

initial indication of the banking sector’s finan-

fact that interest rates on deposits rose more

cing situation. It is not possible to draw any

sharply than lending rates in the period from

direct conclusions about banks’ earnings

2006 to 2008. This might also be because

situation on this basis given that they often

loans with longer maturities predominate in

also raise finance through issuing securities,

outstanding business, meaning that the aver-

amongst other things, and have other

age interest rates are slow to adapt to current

sources of income. 19

market conditions. By contrast, households’
holdings of higher-interest short-term de-

By introducing new categories for collecting

posits rose significantly from mid-2006 on-

data and thus improving the cross-border

wards as a result of the rise in the ECB’s key

harmonisation of the MFI interest rate statis-

interest rates, whilst holdings of longer-term

tics, the overhaul has significantly enhanced

deposits remained relatively constant. An-

the options for analysing cross-border issues.

other likely reason for the steep rise in deposit

As the database is now sufficiently broad,

rates is the turmoil on the money market that

these issues and the associated analyses will

began in mid-2007, which caused liquidity

increasingly enter the spotlight in the coming

shortages at banks. The banks tried to com-

years.

pensate for the lack of interbank liquidity by
taking up more deposits, which they aimed
to attract by raising interest rates. Once the
ESCB’s non-standard monetary policy meas-

19 See Deutsche Bundesbank, The performance of German credit institutions in 2009, Monthly Report, September 2010, pp 17-36.
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